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As a hub in the ever expanding field of digital culture, we invite you to join us in
looking back at some of the projects we have produced over the years:
In 1996, Year Zero One began as one of the first Canadian online art collectives. Our
four members include Michelle Kasprzak, David Jhave Johnston and founders
Michael Alstad and Camille Turner.
Initiated into the virtual world by our attraction to the web as a space of
intervention outside the gallery structure, our first projects produced, disseminated
and critiqued net.art. Later we extended our digital interventions into corporately
controlled spaces like video billboards and advertising screens in taxi cabs.
Corporate and public partnerships gave us access to spaces like Toronto's Pearson
International Airport terminal where we enabled invited artists to incorporate live
data streams into their screen based projects.
Playing an important role in the development of new emerging practices within
new media, we partner with organizations such as Subtle Technologies, an annual
international festival bringing together art, medicine, science and technology.
We curiously experiment with new tools and processes tapping into WiFi hotspots
and GPS, socially engaged media, (h)activism, bio-art, tissue engineering,
web-poetics and interactive video to name a few.
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Vagus
Launched: February 2008

Online-exhibit of interactive-video-art produced and hosted by Year01
Featuring new commissioned works:

'Clearance' by Judi Alston & Andy Campbell (dreamingmethods.com): a
post-apocalpytic journey.
'The Secret and The Wolf' by Myron Campbell (notsosimpleton.com): a pictorial
fable of metamorphosis.
'Worldstate' by Gregory Chatonsky (incident.net): a cinematic investigation into
stillness and portraiture.

Curated by : David Jhave Johnston of glia.ca
http://www.year01.com/vagus/
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PixelGrain
Launched: November 2007
A project initiated by artists Michael Alstad + Leah Lazariuk.

pixelgrain is an online repository of documents and ideas linked to the fading
symbol of the Canadian prairie grain elevator. By systematically documenting and
mapping these disappearing structures the artists portray a parallel rural
community in the midst of transition.
pixelgrain also functions as a web portal that utilises Geographic Information
Systems and online social networks to create a participatory collaborative
document that will evolve and grow over time.

http://www.year01.com/pixelgrain/
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Terminal Zero One
Ljuly 1, 2007 – May 5th, 2008

Digital Art Exhibition at Toronto´s Pearson International Airport

Terminal Zero One (T01) is a site-specific digital art exhibition of five projects
exploring themes of contemporary air travel and the architecture of airports.
Airports are networks, information is increasingly networked, the T01 exhibit
examines people as data, motion as trajectories and the symbiosis of virtual and
actual.
Participating artists: OBX Labs, Chris Salter, Erik Adigard, Daniel Schiffman, K.D.
Thornton, David Clark, Jeff Howard, Nick Rudnicki, and Shelley Simmons.
Curated by David Jhave Johnston and Michael Alstad. Kiosk design: WIDE Studios.

http://www.year01.com/terminal01/
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in situ: art | body | medicine
May 25 – June 16, de 2007
Year Zero One partnered with subtle technologies to present three events that
were part of their 2006 theme in situ: art | body | medicine.

Whose Body is it, Anyway? was an exhibition we co-presented with InterAccess
Gallery of the work of Monir Moniruzzaman and Jack Butler Curated by Camille
Turner.
SymbioticA Tissue Engineering Workshop was an intensive workshop on animal
tissue culture and tissue engineering
BioArt Discussion was an online forum curated by Nina Czegledy discussing
topical issues related to body perception.

http://www.subtletechnologies.com/2007/?page_id=76
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In-site (montréal)
2006
In-Site Montréal is a collection of site-specific art presented on the portal pages of
five wireless internet hotspots in downtown Montreal. Artists Nicolas Fleming,
Maria Legault, and Virginie Laganière created art works that resonate with the
local environment, but that were viewed on the personal computing devices of
the users of the free local network. Presenting the artist's works in this way
augmented the experience of public and semi-public places for Montrealers,
offering playful and creative observations on characteristics of the site where the
hotspot resides.
In many ways, the art projects presented on these portal pages share many of the
characteristics of traditional public art. Like sculptures in parks and public squares,
their presence obliges your gaze, at least for a moment.
Curated by Michelle Kasprzak.
http://www.year01.com/insite/In-Site%20Montreal.html
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The Container Project
March 6 – 24th, 2006
Noughts and Palmers Crosses is a project co-presented by Year Zero One in
partnership with the Container Project in Jamaica in March 2006. Camille Turner of
Year Zero One and Jennifer LaFontaine of Central Neighbouhood House
facilitated a Digital Storytelling program enabling participants to tell stories of
their community using digital media. Electronic Media Artist Jim Ruxton created
an interactive sensor based system enabling a participant to trigger video with
the movement of his body during a dance performance.
The Container Project is a community media lab in a 40 foot shipping Container in
a rural neighbourhood in Jamaica where few employment opportunities exist. The
Container provides the community with computers and equipment they would
not otherwise have access to. The director of the project is Mervin Jarman from
the UK based group Mongrel an internationally known media (h)activist collective.
http://www.year01.com/containerproject/
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TRANSMEDIA :29:59
Launched: August 1st,  2005

Transmedia :29:59 is the third video billboard intervention project produced
byYear Zero One. Transmedia :29 :59 was a year long exhibition on the pedestrian
level video billboard at Yonge-Dundas Square in downtown Toronto. Launched
August 1st 2005, the project featured one minute video works 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, every half hour on the 29th and 59th minutes.
Participating artists include: Collin Zipp, John Greyson, Nelly-Eve Rajotte, Nicolas
Fleming, Brenda Goldstein, Christopher Meerdo, Honeybyte, Luke Painter, Maris
Mezulis, Peter Eudenbach, Kate Armstrong, Myfanwy Ashmore, Ed Pien, Shaan
Syed, Donna Szoke, Gwen MacGregor, David Crawford, Cheryl Sourkes, Bluescreen,
Risa Horowitz, Luke Lamborn, Pascual Sisto, Manu Luksch, Jillian Mcdonald.
Curated by Michael Alstad and Michelle Kasprzak.

http://www.year01.com/transmedia2959/
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Code
Launched: July 1st,  2005
Code is an exhibit of online art based or reliant upon programming where the
artist is actively working with concepts of open source or willing to give away
their source. The exhibit provides an accessible glimpse into a few contemporary
ways of approaching code as art, and contributes to evolved approaches to hybrid
methodologies which utilize mixtures of conceptual art and open-source
philosophy while occasionally leveraging the strengths of proprietary
foundations.

Curated by David Jhave Johnston featuring work by Amy Alexander, David
Bouchard, b-l-u-e-s-c-r-e-e-n dot net, Martin Howse, and Stanza.

http://www.year01.com/code/
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Teletaxi (Montreal)
March 21 st – June 21 st, 2005

Télétaxi (Montréal) :: GPS triggered location specific media art in a taxi-cab.
Participating artists: Michael Alstad, Mario Côté, Milutin Gubash, David Jhave
Johnston, Patric Lacasse, Virginie Laganière,Valérie Lamontagne, Éric Raymond,
Doug Scholes, Camille Turner, Myriam Yates.

Co-production with Dare-Dare (Centre de diffusion d'art multidisciplinaire de
Montreal).

http://www.year01.com/teletaxi/
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Geostash
October 29-31, 2004
Geostash is a public art project that used the city of Toronto as its inspiration and utilised                       Global 
Positioning Technology (GPS) and the web as a means to achieve its creative goals.                             Geostash took 
cues from the practice of 'Geocaching' - a sort of high-tech treasure hunt                                         that was orig
conceived in 2000, and has spread worldwide through websites                                    promoting this activity. For 
Geostash, each artist hid a 'stash' somewhere in the city and                         posted the GPS co-ordinates of where the 
tash is hidden on the Geostash website. The                           stashes contained various things: a set of instructions
requesting an in-situ performance,                   objects, materials and a manual to create temporary public art, recipes, 
et cetera.
Each participating artist was also randomly assigned another artists' stash to find using a                                  
receiver.Once found, the artists transformed the contents of the stash into an                            ephemeral work of a
The entire process was heavily documented and blogged live by                                 the curators, Michelle Kasprzak
and Michael Alstad. The participating artists were Jason                              Van Horne & Duncan Walker, Shawn 
Micallef & Gabe Sawhney, Slavica Ceperkovic, Paola                          Poletto & Jon Sasaki, and Willy Le Maitre.

http://www.year01.com/geostash/
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Teletaxi (Toronto)
October 10 – 31, 2003

Teletaxi is a site responsive media art exhibition in a taxicab.

The taxi is outfitted with a computer and touch screen that displays location
specific media art triggered by an onboard GPS (Global Positioning System)
receiver.

Participating artists: Camille Turner, Gernot Wieland, Isabelle Hayeur, David Jhave
Johnston, Jim Ruxton, Michelle Kasprzak and Michael Alstad.

http://www.year01.com/teletaxi_toronto/
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Mario Battle No.1
2003

Mario Battle No. 1  Myfanwy Ashmore's software art project.

In Mario Battle No. 1. Ashmore altered this NES ROM by removing all the enemies,
prizes, architecture within the game. Now as a game player, all you can do is go for
a walk. Eventually you run out of time and die.

http://www.year01.com/mario/
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Signal
May 22 – June 7, 2003
With its geographic immensity, relative remoteness, advanced telecommunications               and 
artist-run centre infrastructure, Canada has always been at the forefront of the nternational tele-
art movement. As early as the 1970's artists were using telephones,                  fax machines, radio, 
television, computers, and satellites to explore and question our ambiguous relationship with 
machines and communication networks.
signal is an exhibition co-presented by Year Zero One and InterAccess Electronic                Media 
Arts Centre for Subtle Technologies, a festival that blurs the boundaries                  between arts 
and science. It consisted of two projects that electronically record and transmit behaviours and 
natural processes over networks in order to explore notions               of time, space, 
representation, and transmutation. Artists: Steve Heimbecker, Bill               Vorn & Simony Penny. 
Curated by Michael Alstad and Camille Turner.

http://www.year01.com/signal/
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Transmedia 2002
May 11 – 25, 2002

Transmedia 2002 is the second video billboard intervention project produced by
Year Zero One.

Twelve works were played in between advertisements on a video billboard at
Yonge and Isabella in downtown Toronto.

Participating artists include: Michael Alstad, David Jhave Johnston, Camille Turner,
Michelle Kasprzak, Isabelle Hayeur, Ricardo Rendon, Maris Mezulis, Alistair Gentry,
Jason Bader, Jillian Mcdonald, Marina Zurkow, Ana Rewakowicz.

http://www.year01.com/transmedia2002/
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Substance
May 11 – 25, 2002
InterAccess Electronic Media Arts Centre in partnership withSubtle Technologies
and Year Zero One present Substance, an exhibition of interactive installations.
The exhibit which delves into themes of Magic and technology, art and science,
philosophy and cognition, focuses on two works that stimulate participation                     and 
response in the fluid, dreamy interface between virtual and physical worlds.
The Mnemonic Body by Alan Dunning and Paul Woodrow is a collaborative,
immersive, virtual and augmented reality work that examines the idea of the
world as a construct sustained through the neurological processes contained
within the brain. Mimetic Starfishp by Richard Brown is a virtual Starfish that
interacts with participants as if it was aware of their presence.

http://www.interaccess.org/ia/pro/substance.html
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The Helpless Robot
2002. Norman White
The Helpless Robot is an artificial personality that responds to the behavior                                  of 
humans by using its electronic voice which speaks a total of 512 phrases.
Artist Norman White invites creative individuals to collaborate on a software
project aimed at creating more powerful and varied simulations of an                           emotional 
entity.

http://www.year01.com/helpless/index.html
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Pixel Plunder
9. 21. 2001

Pixel Plunder(c) is seven web specific projects which range from a 'sanctioned‘ appropriation of 
the Tate Modern's website by Harwood from the Mongrel Collective; 0100101110101101.ORG 
'Life Sharing' which allows the viewer complete entry into            the artist's computer and system 
folder; Duchampian 'Digital Readymades' harvested through net search engines by MTAA 
Collective; Joanna Briggs' 'Haikoo' which parallels and challenges the structure of web-based 
information by borrowing from and mimicking the popular search engine Yahoo; Negativland's 
'Pastor Dick's Mailbox' a long time associate who has been spreading the gospel of Jesus Christ 
since 1981; Trip Dixon's 'Cling Wrap & Gag ' -an organic remodelling of the interface meshed with 
a playable re-creation device, to 'I Love Mouchette'...an obsessive love site found on the web 
which features 'borrowed' files from mouchette.org mixed with furtive snapshots of the famous 
reclusive 13 year old net art star Mouchette discovered on the streets of Toronto.
Michael Alstad/Michelle Kasprzak curators(c)
http://www.year01.com/plunder/index.html
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_badpacket_ webcast
2001
_badpacket_ webcast was a live stream from Toronto, Canada to the Webcast
Lounge in Frankfurt, Germany.

http://www.year01.com/stream/
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Nomad Lingo
Apri 1st, 2000 – April 1 st, 2001
NomadLingo :: an experimental poetic playground devoted to exploring
mobile-text artwork. Digital poetry, video morsels, animated letters, and migrating
meanings.
NomadLingo was a year long project created and updated monthly by David
'Jhave' Johnston.
It is the digital equivalent of a poetry book devoted to exploring a fusion of
poetry, sound and image in a malleable algorithmic architecture. It is also the
documentation of Jhave's process of learning a graphic tool.

http://www.year01.com/nomadlingo/door.html
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Transmedia 2000
2000
Transmedia 2000 was the first in Year Zero One's series of video billboard
intervention projects. Fifteen-second video works produced by twelve new media
artists were presented on a video billboard at Yonge and Eglinton in downtown
Toronto over a three week period.
In a détournement of the representational space of the video billboard, these
artists interject their visions between advertisements. Occupying a space that is,
by its nature, interstitial, lends the pieces a poignant fragility.
Participating artists include: Michael Alstad, David Jhave Johnston, Camille Turner,
Michelle Kasprzak, Louise McKissick, Maya Khlobystina, Libby Hague, Szabolcs
KissPal, Lui Wei, Lucinda Schreiber, Rod Prouse, Kostya Mitenev, Willy Le Maitre &
Eric Rosenzveig.

http://www.year01.com/transmedia2000/index.html
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Net_condition>>>references
September 26 – October 15, 2000

net_condition>>>references :: Ricardo Iglesias contribution to net_condition, the
Toronto leg of a global web exhibition linking numerous sites and projects.
Hosted by ZKM.

http://www.year01.com/gallery/referencias.html
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Nobody's Sorry
1999
Tanya Read's 'Mr. Nobody' has appeared in several super-8 animated films, became
a human sized sculpture rotating in a gallery window and now makes his debut
on the web.

http://www.year01.com/gallery/nobody.htm
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Random Excess Memory
1998
A group show of international web artists presenting web specific works on the
theme of 'art in the new millenium‘.
Participating artists: Victoria Vesna: Bodies Inc., Juliet Martin: Can you see me
through the computer? and JODI.

http://www.year01.com/REM/index.html
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